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The second installment of this year's most popular game Mahjong World Contest. Fun and
challenging, once again, you play one of the most loved classical card game in the world. Play the
classic version or experience the new Mahjong World Contest 2. Use the classic mahjong tiles with
your palms, earn combo points and take part in the world tour. Now there are 24 packs of 84 cards,
each pack includes 7 suits and 6 different mahjong tiles. In the Classic version you get to play with
the classic tiles, and in the new version you can experience the new layouts. Besides the Classic and
the new layouts, you can choose to compete in the World Championship. You can play in the
different tours independently of each other. You can also share your score with your friends on
Facebook and Google+ with the new Facebook integration. Match the tiles manually (with your
finger) or automatically (with the game). The game features a number of specials, including the new
game-moves and action tiles. You will need a brain, and you have a lot of choices. That is why the
game is fun, addictive and challenging. FEATURES: - Classic and brand new versions - Classic
layouts, see the classic tiles used in this version of the game: - Game play with new tiles, to get the
new layout: - You can choose between Classic tiles, NEW tiles, also called Tiles 2 - You will find
details on the new rules and the game modes in the new Rule screen - Choose between classic tile
mode and new tile mode - You can use different mahjong tiles, also called layouts, including those in
the new tiles: - You can play in different tours - You can choose to compete in the World
Championship - A Zen Garden, choose between Oriental music or relaxing music - You can play with
friends on Facebook and Google+ - Special features like action tiles, triple pack, specials, and others
- Multiplayer games - Leaderboard and statistics - Support for Samsung Smart TV; also for devices
like IOS and Google TV - More than 6 hours of gameplay on 120 levels - A perfect iPhone and iPad
game Game Controls: - Tap your tile and watch the falling tiles come down - Tap the tiles with value
3 and 4 to place them above your tiles, but not below - A great game to try if you are in need of an
"easy brain challenge" If you're
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Circle Empires Soundtrack Features Key:
Quite beautiful and easy to control papercraft figure which will please all fans of manga comics.
Manage save and load game.
30 types of movements.
Kill your opponent.
Various modes of game play.
Nine characters including: Rinoa Heartilly, Asbel Lhienne, Lisalee Calciano, Orario Martenette

Game Play
Game is quite easy - you only need to hover mouse on papercraft figure and press space bar or mouse
button.
When right mouse button is pressed game changes the mode, for example - Hard Mode means that you
can only release as fast as possible without waiting of life for your opponents. Easy Mode means that game
doesn't require much concentration.
Use left mouse button to change modes of game play and right button - Save Game, Load Game and
Random (recommended for first start of the game) - that's how much of variety game offers.
Also, there is some game items available - such as Hardball, Sticks, Tips and Electricity. Be careful while
using game items.
Don't forget to Save Game button!
There is also one difficulty level - LV.1 (normal) - which means that character have only three skill points. If
your characters have higher than normal one you could have problem during fighting for control.
Playing Brutal scales is Survivor style game with some variety of game modes, item and game items
which could help you fight better and survive longer. In short, fighting game.

Box Contains:
1 Game of papercraft figure for figure 12.5cm x 8.5cm
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